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GRIMM SMPS, 5.5 – 350 nm         2 min
GRIMM 1.108, 300 nm – 15 um     6 sec
TSI 3010 > 10 nm                           2 sec
FSSP 100  0.5 – 47 um                  1 sec
Meteorology (temp, dewpoint) and 
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CCN as particles > 50 nm
NUCLEATION AEROSOL EFFECT ON PRECIPITATION -> 
HIGHER DROPLET NUMBER AND REDUCTION OF DROPLET 
SIZES DUE TO ENHANCED CCN (FLETCHER, 1962, Lohmann 
and Feichter, 2005….)
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CLOUDS OVER BOTH AREAS, 21.8.2007
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UTC diff 8 h
METEOROLOGIC
DIFFERENCES
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UTC diff 8 h
CCN 400/cm3 CCN 280/cm3
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Parameter West (agriculture)         East (natural vegetation)
ground cloud base ground cloud base
Temperature (air) [oC ] 16 10 20 6
Pressure [hPa] 975 900 975 800
Dewpoint [oC ]
11 9 6 3.5
Water [g/m3]
9.9 8.8 6.9 6.1
Cloud droplets [/cm3] 247 198
Average diameter [um] 8.3 9.5
Liquid water content 
[g/m3] 0.10 0.15
Note the difference of water vapor converted into LWC













DIFFERENCES BETWEEN THE LAKES?
MOIST DRY
High GROUNDWATER TABLE low
~ 2 m > 20 m
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DIFFERENCES BETWEEN THE LAKES?
MOIST DRY
High GROUNDWATER TABLE low
~ 2 m DEFORESTATION > 20 m
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SUMMARY
Enhanced ultrafine particle numbers over agriculture
Nucleation source not related to vegetation
Salt lake chemistry / emissions, most probably 
halogen (iodine?) chemistry
Enhanced CCN numbers affect cloud microphysics
Modification of cloud microphysics can explain the 
observed precipitation patterns
Link to land use change –>
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Long term experiment, natural laboratory
Deforestation 1829-1960
->rising ground water table (GWT)
->GWT close to surface ~ 1970
->wet chemistry in salt lakes
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